
 

 
 

 
  

Clifford, Christa E.
the years for Beethoven and some of the others) are in the wrong spot. Not sure if it's just how it looks on my computer....

Clifford, Christa E.
In some places the font color looks grey instead of black (it's a lighter color). Maybe select all and make sure it's in black? (see the program note for Schubert for an example)

Sacheli, Liza
Could take out Robison Hall



 

 

Zoë Keating, Cello 
 

Program to be announced during the broadcast 

 

   

 

This performance premieres Friday, January 28, 2022  

at 7:30 PM ET,  

and remains available on-demand for 48 hours. 

 

Our sincerest thanks to Zoë Keating, Alex Nahas, and Mark Lourie  

for helping us pivot to this virtual performance format. 

 

This performance is made possible with support from  

the Paul Nelson Performance Endowment, 

 established in 2014. 

 

Download or duplication of the video broadcast is prohibited. 

   



 

Artist Biographies 

 

Zoë Keating, Cello 

Composer and performer Zoë 

Keating has spent the last 20 years 

exploring the landscape of sounds 

a string instrument can make. She 

coaxes sounds out of the very 

edges of her cello, adeptly layering 

them into “swoon inducing” (San 

Francisco Weekly) music that is unclassifiable yet “a 

distinctive mix of old and new” (National Public Radio). She 

is known for her use of technology—which she uses to 

record and sample her cello onstage and in the studio—

and for her DIY approach—composing, recording, and 

producing her works on her own terms, without the help 

of a record label. 

 



 

Born in Canada to British and American parents, Keating 

started playing the cello when she was eight and went on 

to pursue electronic music and contemporary composition 

as part of her Liberal Arts studies at Sarah Lawrence 

College. After graduation she moved to San Francisco and 

built a career as an information architect and data analyst 

while moonlighting as a cellist in rock bands. Keating 

eventually combined her love of music and technology, 

using a computer to live-layer her cello and performing 

for late-night parties in the San Francisco warehouse in 

which she lived. 

 

Keating’s recorded works have achieved a surprising 

degree of popular ubiquity for a DIY artist. Her self-

produced albums have several times reached #1 on the 

iTunes classical charts and spent many months on the 

Billboard classical charts. Her recordings are used as 

bumper music for NPR’s Morning Edition, as the theme 

music to OnBeing, as the thinking- music of the Sherlock 



 

Holmes character on CBS Elementary, in countless 

documentaries, and in tens of thousands of online videos 

of everything from professional and amateur dance 

performances to rock climbing and gaming videos. 

 

Keating also composes for TV, theater, film, and dance. 

She co-composed, along with Jeff Russo, the score for the 

HBO movie “Oslo”, which earned them an Emmy 

Nomination in 2021 for Outstanding Music for a 

Television Movie. In addition to her recordings, Keating 

performs to rapt audiences around the world. Each 

performance is unique as she spontaneously improvises 

around her works, demonstrates how she makes them, 

and tells the stories behind each piece. 

 

A vocal advocate for the rights of artists and creators, 

Keating writes and speaks often about copyright and the 

mechanics of the music industry economy. She was 

elected a governor of the San Francisco chapter of the 



 

Recording Academy, named a Young Global Leader by 

the World Economic Forum, and served as a 

boardmember of CASH Music, a nonprofit organization 

that built open source digital tools for musicians and 

labels. 

 

As a cellist, Keating has played with a wide range of 

artists, including Imogen Heap, Amanda Palmer, Guy 

Sigsworth, Tears for Fears, DJ Shadow, Dan Hicks, 

Thomas Dolby, Sean Ono Lennon, John Vanderslice, 

Rasputina, Pomplamoose, and Paolo Nutini. 

 

Keating’s husband Jeffrey Rusch, who founded the arts 

warehouse where they lived and where she started her 

music career, was diagnosed with stage IV cancer in 2014. 

While she halted her music career to care for him and their 

then four-year old son, their struggles with health care 

and insurance became a new subject of her blog. 

Following Rusch’s death in 2015, Keating continued to 



 

advocate for patients, data portability, and the 

simplification of medical insurance, culminating in a 

meeting with President Obama in October of 2016. 

 

Zoë Keating lives in Burlington, Vermont and is working 

on a new album. 

 
“...a distinctive mix of old and new -- layers of sound, that feel more like 

orchestrations than a solo instrument.” —National Public Radio 

 

“Swoon-inducing. Like taking a triple-shot of Absinthe before stepping 

outside of the bar just in time to see the sun exploding.” —SF Weekly 

 

“... uses live looping to transform solo performances into multipart 

masterpieces.” — Electronic Musician 

 

“...sublime minimalist music with a pop sensibility” — San Francisco Weekly 

 

Awards: 

• Creative Capital Foundation, 2009. Performing Arts grant 

• San Francisco Artsfest, 2005. Emerging artist award 

• Belle Foundation, 2005. Artistic development grant 

• World Economic Forum, 2011. Young Global Leader  



 

Alex Nahas, Sound Engineer 

Good music for Alex Nahas is first 

and foremost a gut reaction. It is 

as much a response to mood and 

texture as to melody, rhythm, and 

arrangement. Nahas is as 

passionate about sound 

production as he is about coming up with the perfect 

melody hook—which is why he’s had his feet on stage and 

in the studio, on both sides of the mixing desk. 

 

Nahas cut his teeth as a producer and audio engineer 

some 20-odd years ago when he ran an ad in the back of a 

local San Francisco music magazine for mobile multitrack 

recording. The response was strong and Nahas developed 

a niche for bringing high-end production sensibilities to 

live recording. As that continued to grow, he co-founded 

and built Division Hi Fi, a state-of-the-art analog 

recording studio in the heart of San Francisco. His many 



 

collaborations with the 90s independent music 

underground in at the time included Mates of State, John 

Vanderslice, and Jill Tracy, as well as his own project, 

Laughingstock. Nahas continued to work simultaneously 

as a live and recording engineer as well as a songwriter 

and touring musician through his move to Brooklyn, New 

York in 2007. There he formed Bright Brown Sound, his 

music production moniker named after his current band, 

Bright Brown. 

 

Nahas named his production style “sonic cinema.” He 

believes that whether it’s organic or synthetic, commercial 

or cerebral, music should immerse you the way a good 

movie theater experience would. It should come at you a 

little but mostly pull you in. Nahas has worked on all 

kinds of recording systems over the years and learned that 

technique, attention to craft, and sensibility are far more 

important in achieving his sound than the gear he works 

on. It’s knowing how to exploit the limitations of the gear 



 

that makes good records. Nahas prefers the simple big 

knobs and faders of the analog world but is happy to 

work in the box as well to create “sonic cinema.” 
 

   
 

 
  



 

 
Our thanks to the 2021–2022 members  

of the Performing Arts Series Society (PASS) 
for their support of the series and arts at Middlebury. 

 
Learn about PASS at go.middlebury.edu/pass, 

 
 

Estate of Olin C. Robison 
Rothrock Family Fund 
Sunderman Family Concert Fund 
 
Partners 
Gail M. Braisted 
Catherine Lee ’92 and Darius 
Nassiry 
Rob and Marny Lichtenstein 
Paul and Jennifer Nelson 
Jean Seeler ’60 
 
Advocates 
Bruce and Sue Byers 
Magna and David Dodge 
 
Patrons 
Angelika and Buz Brumbaugh 
Judith Irven and Richard Conrad 
Stephen and Emmie Donadio 
Diana and Emory Fanning 
Roger Foster, Jr. 
Ross and Amy Gregory 
Vaughn and Diane Gooding 
David and Hillary Hamilton 
Jean Humphrey 
Will and Carolyn Jackson 
Elizabeth Karnes Keefe and 
Thomas Keefe 
Max and Lois Kraus 
Andrea Landsberg and Richard 
Marshak 
Judith Lanham 
Richmond and Eleanor Littlefield 
Rebecca Mitchell and Andrew 
Demshuk 
Al and Sally Molnar 
Lorraine Muller 
Garreth and Kevin Parizo 
Anton Rifelj 
Robert R. Ruggiero and Elizabeth 
Stabler 

Robert S. Schine 
Gail D. Smith 
Rebecca Strum 
Jeanne and Marsdin Van Order 
Meghan and Douglas Williamson 
Mari Wright  
 
Scholars 
Victoria Albert ’21.5 
Malia Armstong ’22.5 
Elissa Asch ’22.5 
Sophia Bardetti ’22 
Caitlin Barr ’22.5 
Ben Beese ’21.5 
Theodore Best ’22 
Ciara Burke ’22 
Lilian Buzzard ’22.5 
Paul Flores Clavel ’22 
Issy Cochran ’22 
Emma Crockford ’22.5 
Annie Deering ’22 
Alexandre Demoly ’22 
Molly Dorion ’22.5 
Hannah Ennis ’22.5 
Jackson Evans ’22 
Irith Fuks ’21.5 
Henry Ganey ’22 
Micaela Gayner ’21 
Grace Gillooly ’23 
Julian Gonzales-Poirier ’23 
Rose Heald ’22.5 
Linnea Hubbard-Nelson ’22 
Neta Kafka ’22.5 
Emi Kawahara ’25  
Althea Kellet ’22.5 
Lizzie Kenter ’23 
Christian Kummer ’22 
Nimaya Lemal ’21.5 
Bo Liu ’23 
Colin Lyman ’23 
Gabriella Martin ’21.5 
Maddison McKnight ’22 

Gabryail Meeks ’22.5  
Madison Middleton ‘22.5 
Wilmer Steven Morantes ’22 
Marco Motroni ’25   
Jackson Mumper ’22  
Emily Nagatomo ’22  
Vem Nazarian ’22.5  
Haegan O’Rourke ’22  
Mano-Meelis Onni ’23  
Ryan Opiela-Young ’22  
Nestor Orozco-Llamas ’23  
Olivia Pintair ’22.5  
ZZ Pu ’24 
Maya Saterson ’22  
Graham Shelor ’23  
Zoe Sipe ‘23.5 
Lucas Shin ’22 
Sophie Shiner ’23 
Yasmine Signey ’22 
Asa Skinder ‘22.5 
Tejas Srinivasan ’24  
Lia Swiniarski ’21.5 
Kexin Tang ’22.5  
Jackson Tham ’22 
Akari Tsurumaki ’23  
Miriam Weathers ’22  
Olivia Weisel ’22  
Alexis Welch ‘22.5 
Connor Wertz ’22  
Alexander White ’21.5 
Hira Zeeshan ‘22 
Yanruo (Alice) Zhang ’23  
Kelly Zhou ’22  
Chloe Zinn ’22  
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Performing Arts Series Intern 



 

 

 
Join or renew NOW for 2021–2022 season! 
Learn about PASS at go.middlebury.edu/pass,  
the box office, or via brochures in the lobby. 

 

 
 

The following are available at Performing Arts Series events. 
Please contact the Box Office for specific requests. 

 

 

Accessible parking, seating, and 
restrooms are available at all venues. 
Family/all-gender/accessible restrooms 
available at the Mahaney Arts Center  
(3rd floor) and the Wright Theatre lobby.  

 

Relay calls are welcome via the Vermont Relay 
Service (711). See an usher, the Box Office,  
or visit go.middlebury.edu/artsaccess  
for more information on our accessibility 
services. 

 

Assistive listening devices are available  
at most events. 
 

Large-print programs are available 
at many performances. 

 

Sign language interpretation available  
at select shows. 

 
Low-cost or free transportation is available 
through Tri-Valley Transit, 802-388-2287  
or www.trivalleytransit.org/dial-a-ride. 

 
 

MAHANEY ARTS CENTER 
Pieter Broucke, Associate Dean for the Arts 
Liza Sacheli, Director, Mahaney Arts Center 

Allison Coyne Carroll, Director, Performing Arts Series 
Ronald Romano ’20, Interim Arts Events Manager 
Mark Christensen, Concert Hall Technical Director 

Christa Clifford ’93, Associate Director of Operations and Finance 
Leeeza Robbins, Box Office Manager 

 
 

Land Acknowledgement 
Middlebury College sits on land which has served as a site of meeting and exchange among 

indigenous peoples since time immemorial. The Western Abenaki are the traditional caretakers 
of these Vermont lands and waters, which they call Ndakinna, or “homeland.” We remember  

their connection to this region and the hardships they continue to endure.  
We give thanks for the opportunity to share in the bounty of this place and to protect it. 


	ACCESS TO THE ARTS IS IMPORTANT TO US

